Looks can be deceptive
Watch out for counterfeits
to protect your image
ELIMINATOR® filter drier

Unique
Holospot® label
to ensure that you
get the quality that
you have paid for.

www.danfoss.com/counterfeits

Look for
the Holospot® label

Protect your image
with genuine Danfoss products

It may be difficult to spot a fake Danfoss filter drier, especially from a distance, but there
are ways. One of them is the unique Danfoss Holospot® label. The two-digit alphanumeric
code is visible to the naked eye while a standard magnifying glass will reveal the 10-digit
security code. Check that the last two digits match those visible to the naked eye. The
solution offers multiple combinations so that you will never see the same code twice.

It pays to stay clear of counterfeited products. The dangers of choosing fake rather than genuine
Danfoss products are significant and likely to jeopardise your reputation in the market.
If you use fake filter driers, you stand the risk of:
Insufficient drying capacity
If the filter drier’s drying capacity is insufficient, the compressor can
be damaged – which may in turn lead to a complete breakdown
of the system. Damage caused by water in the refrigerant can be
costly. A new compressor is expensive in itself and on top of that
you have to add the cost of production standstill.

Visible to the naked eye, the
two-digit* code is the quickest

Filter core fragmentation
If the fake filter core disintegrates, loose fragments can easily block
the expansion valve, and may cause the entire system to grind to
a halt. Operational downtime may result, causing damage to your
goods or poor indoor climate.

way to make sure you have a
genuine Danfoss filter drier.

Genuine Danfoss products are your guarantee of high quality. Only by ensuring that you
install 100% Danfoss every time can you protect your own reputation – and the reputation
and safety of your customers.

* The digits shown here are just an example.

If you discover
fake products…
If you come across a fake product or have any doubts as to
whether a product is genuine Danfoss or a counterfeit, please go
to www.danfoss.com/counterfeit or contact Danfoss
directly at fake@danfoss.com.
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